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TDWR 1991 Program Review
Questions and Answers
Q: Branimir Dulic (Transport Canada) - Could you elaborate on that polarometric radar.
What kind of radar is it?
A: Kim Elmore (NCAR) - Well, it is a 10 centimeter radar, it is the NCAR CIY2 radar. We can
look at all kinds of things. We can look at KDP, PDP, linear depolarization ratios, ZDR, plus we
actually have dual band radar capability, we have X band and S band. It is linear polarization.
NOAA operates a circular polarization radar, but we operate linear polarization, horizontal, and
vertical. We have a polarization switch so we can change from one to the other. Typically with
polarometric radars, because you interlace pulses, you cut your Nyquist interval in half. We are
going to install a processor where we can retain the Nyquist interval because we will use phase
information from both polarizations instead of just horizontal.
Q: Joe Youssefi (Honeywell) - The false alert rates that you quoted, one or two percent, what
are the units for that?
A: Jim Evans (MIT) - They are not false alert rates. They are probabilities that when you issue
an alert that it is false. There is an important difference between this and the way people are
talking about false alert rates with respect to the airborne systems. In the ground based systems,
we have been convinced that from a pilot's belief view point you should have a high probability
that when we present you alert that it actually is a valid alert. If you take false alert rates, it turns
out most of the time there is no weather. If you actually had a false alert rate as low as one a
week, it might mean that the probability when you hear an alert that it is false could he 90%.
Q: Joe Youssefl (Honeywell) - Let me see if I understand. If you give a hundred alerts the
probability would be that there is one out of the hundred that is false?
A: Kim Elmore (NCAR) - That is correct.
Q: Joe Youssefi (Honeywell) - I had a second question relating to the issue of the dry
microburst season in Denver.
A: Kim Elmore (NCAR) - I knew that was going to come up. Pete Sinclair and us seem to be
somewhat at odds. NASA will be in Denver for basically the month of July, which was the month
that Dr. Sinclair suggested they avoid. Our studies have found that while June is a great month
for microbursts, they tend to also be associated with hail. So, if you just want to study microburst
that is fine, but if want to fly airplanes through them that is not fine. So we counseled them to
avoid June. Our experience has been that sometime in August we usually lose the Southwest
monsoon over the Denver area which gives us the mid level moisture that we need for the dry low
reflectivity microburst. Now it is absolutely true that we could have microbursts into October,
certainly. But, our work has found that the highest frequency of them tends to be sometime in
July. Those of you that did not know that Denver had a monsoon season it does.
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Q: Pat Adamson(Turbulence Prediction Systems)- Are you doing a calculation of the
F-factor? If so, are you using a similar formula or has work been done in that area?
A: Kim Elmore (NCAR) - From our shear base stuff we will be calculating F this season. We
will be doing it essentially the same way that Steve and NASA do it.
Q: Pat Adamson (Turbulence Prediction Systems) - So the formula for a vertical computation
is the same for wet or dry microburst?
A: Kim Elmore (NCAR) - Yes.
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